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Abstract
One of the tools used in a successful pollution prevention program is a pollution
prevention opportunity assessment (PPOA). The purpose of this project is to
share the Kansas City Plant's (KCP's) PPOA expertise with other DOE personnel
and DOE contractors. This consisted of five major activities in FY95:
1. Validating DOE's PPOA Graded Approach methodology,
2. Providing PPOA training and technical assistance to interested DOE
personnel and DOE contractors,
3. Enhancing the methodology with energy analysis and tools for environmental
restoration activities,
4. Implementing a DOE-wide PPOA database, and
5. Providing support to DOE EM-334 in the completion of a report which
indicates the future potential for pollution prevention and waste minimization
in the DOE complex.
This report documents the FY95 efforts, lessons learned, and future plans for all
of the PPOA-related activities.

* Summary
The Department of Energy and its contractors are faced with environmental concerns and large
waste management costs. Federal legislation and DOE Orders require sites to develop waste
minimization/pollution prevention programs. In response to these requirements, the Kansas
City Plant developed a pollution prevention tool called a pollution prevention opportunity
assessment (PPOA). Pilot assessments resulted in the development of a graded approach to
reduce the amount of effort required for activities that utilized nonhazardous and/or low-volume
waste streams.
The project's objectives in FY95 were to validate DOE's PPOA Graded Approach methodology,
provide PPOA training and technical assistance to interested DOE personnel and DOE
contractors, enhance the methodology with energy analysis and tools for environmental
restoration activities, implement a DOE-wide PPOA database, and provide support to DOE
EM-334 in the completion of a report which estimates the future potential for pollution
prevention and waste minimization in the DOE complex.
Sites participating in the Graded Approach validation attended a meeting in FY95-1 to discuss
the status and applicability of the graded approach methodology to their PPOA program. The
group then brainstormed for improvements to the approach. Slight clarifications to the
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approach resulted. Final validation was achieved at the DOE EM Pollution Prevention
Conference XI, Knoxville, Tennessee, in May. Suggested changes from this validation were
added to a draft revision of the DOE PPOA Model Guidance.
•
KCP also continued to deliver the performance-based PPOA training class utilizing Total Quality
principles and participant involvement. However, the training material was enhanced with
energy analysis and application to ER activities. The software was also updated with these
changes. Brochures and articles were mailed to past pollution prevention conference attendees
as well as the PPOA contacts. Twelve classes were delivered to 200 people, bringing the
to-date total (FY93 - FY95) trained to 563. A follow-up survey was conducted to measure the
effectiveness of the training. In addition, over 160 hours of technical assistance were provided.
The following progress was made in FY95 to implement the DOE-wide PPOA database: the
software was selected and coded, the DOE's networking needs were identified through a
survey, a data request was distributed, and 884 PPOAs were loaded.
Finally, the DOE EM-334 expressed the need to provide an estimate of DOE's future waste
reduction potential from the implementation of P2 opportunities. The KCP provided the input for
the EM-30 routine waste streams and operations. The final report included a list of specific
opportunities for EM-30 waste-generating operations and waste stream types, a generic set of
recommendations for DOE headquarters implementation, and a general discussion of the
approach and assumptions taken to complete the estimates given.
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Discussion
Scope and Purpose
Pollution prevention opportunity assessments (PPOAs) can be used to identify the nature and
amounts of waste and.energy usage from processes and projects within a site's operations,
identify the opportunities that exist for pollution prevention and energy conservation, and then
evaluate those opportunities for feasible implementation. PPOAs also provide baseline data
from which progress can be measured. Therefore, PPOAs can be the foundation for a
comprehensive and effective pollution prevention program. The purpose of this project was to
share the methodology and experiences of the four-year old PPOA program at the Kansas City
Plant (KCP) with other DOE personnel and DOE contractors. This consisted of five major
activities in FY95:
1. Validate DOE's PPOA Graded Approach methodology,
2. Provide PPOA training and technical assistance to interested DOE personnel and DOE
contractors,
3. Enhance the methodology with energy analysis and tools for environmental restoration (ER)
activities,
4. Implement a DOE-wide PPOA database, and
5. Provide technical support to DOE EM-334 in the completion of a report which indicates the
future potential for pollution prevention and waste minimization within DOE sites.

Activity
General Background
The Kansas City Plant has a well-developed, site-specific PPOA methodology. Lessons
learned from pilot assessments in manufacturing, non-manufacturing, and laboratory operations
led to the development of model worksheets, a PPOA Guidance, performance-based training,
and graded approach methodology. This project was initiated in FY93 to share this
methodology and lessons learned with others in the DOE complex. The milestones in FY93
included the following:
1. Modification of KCP's Graded Approach methodology with the assistance of DOE/DP's
laboratories and
2. Delivery of PPOA training and technical assistance to interested DOE personnel and DOE
contractors.
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KCP tailored the scope of its site-specific PPOA training module to meet the needs of other
DOE sites and contractors. AHwo-day, performance-based training class was designed,
piloted, and delivered to 66 DOE and DOE contractors.
In FY94 the project milestones included the following:
1. Testing DOE's PPOA graded approach methodology,
2. Providing PPOA training and technical assistance to interested DOE personnel and DOE
contractors,
3. Developing and conducting a PPOA advertising campaign throughout DOE,
4. Conducting a feasibility study to develop a DOE-wide PPOA information exchange
mechanism, and
5. Organizing and coordinating information sharing among related EM-352 pollution prevention
projects.
The validation of DOE's PPOA graded approach methodology was initiated in FY94 with the
funding of PPOAs throughout the complex. The PPOA Graded Approach methodology
developed for the DOE complex in FY93 was added to the DOE Defense Programs' Pollution
Prevention Opportunity Assessment Guidance. KCP also continued to deliver the performancebased PPOA training. A logo was created for both PPOAs and for pollution prevention to
promote the purpose of each. These logos were utilized in class materials, presentations, and
brochures. Seventeen classes and two workshops were delivered to approximately 390 DOE
personnel and DOE contractors. The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) tool was used to
complete a feasibility study for the PPOA information exchange mechanism. A multi-site team
representing the DOE complex was used to identify customer needs and desires. A
cost/benefit study was completed for each option identified in the QFD study and a
recommendation made. Finally, the DOE EM Pollution Prevention Conference X, May 2-5,
1994, in Denver, Colorado, was used as a convenient location to gather the project leaders of
DOE EM-334's pollution prevention projects. Information was exchanged and an agreement
was made to share quarterly reports among principal investigators.
Graded Approach Validation
Background
In FY93, the graded approach methodology was developed for the DOE complex by a team
from the KCP and the four Defense Programs' national laboratories: Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories - New
Mexico, and Sandia National Laboratories - California. Methodology was developed with the
understanding that processes vary in the quantity of pollution they generate, as well as in
perceived risk and associated hazards. The variance due to the cost of performing and utilizing
the PPOA information was also recognized. Therefore, one of the team's goals was to provide
a cost-effective and flexible methodology which allowed individual sites to prioritize their local
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concerns and align their efforts with the resources allocated while providing consistency
throughout the DOE in performing PPOAs with minimal documentation.
In FY94, DOE EM-334 selected sites to validate the graded approach methodology. The
following list indicates the sites selected.
Site
Hanford
Nevada Test Site
Oak Ridge Site
West Valley Nuclear Services
The team members initiated pilot assessments using the current methodology.
In FY95, the following milestones and schedule were created to complete the validation of the
graded approach methodology.
FY95 Graded Approach Validation Schedule and Milestones
Completion of pilot environmental restoration PPOAs

FY95-2Q

at participating sites.
*

Lessons Learned meeting with participating sites.

FY95-2Q

*

Modification or Acceptance of Graded Approach

FY95-3Q

*

DOE-HQ Approval of Graded Approach Methodology
Document FY95 efforts, lessons learned, and issue
DOE PPOA Graded Approach Methodology

FY95-4Q
FY95-4Q

Sites participating in the Graded Approach validation attended a meeting at the IT Corporation,
Las Vegas, NV, in December 1994. Each site discussed the status and applicability of the
graded approach methodology to their PPOA program. After brainstorming on improvements to
the graded approach a slight modification was made to the logic diagram as seen in Figure 1.
Two additional boxes were added to the top of the diagram - Prioritization of Waste Streams
and Development of Process/Activity List. These steps were necessary additions to emphasize
the need in establishing the priorities of the site first before beginning assessments. Additional
suggestions included energy analysis and the application of PPOAs to nonroutine activities
such as environmental restoration (ER) and new facility design.
The Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment graded approach was validated at the DOE
EM Pollution Prevention Conference XI in May 1995. Suggested changes from this validation
were added to a draft revision of the DOE PPOA Model Guidance. A Level II ER example was
also added to the appendix material.
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Training and Technical Assistance
Background
In FY93, the Kansas City Plant (KCP) developed a performance-based PPOA training course
for the Department of Energy and its contractors. The approach for this course was modified
from the site-specific KCP program to address pollution and waste concerns that existed across
the DOE complex. The assessment process was streamlined and a new series of worksheets
designed. The training was divided into 12 modules with a premium placed on
instructor/student interaction through the use of examples and exercises. The course included
modules on pollution prevention concepts, development of a pollution prevention program, the
application of Total Quality to pollution prevention, two class exercises, the DOE graded
approach methodology, the computer software database for recording PPOA information, and
an opportunity for participants to share lessons learned. The training materials were evaluated
and refined over several pilot courses. Three classes were offered in FY93 with 66 participants.
Feedback from the classes and support from the DOE indicated a strong demand for this type
of training.
In FY94 two logos were designed to promote DOE as the leader in pollution prevention and
universally applied to all DOE sites. "Partner with the Environment" was chosen to represent
pollution prevention in general while "Creating Solutions, Not Pollution" was chosen to
coordinate with PPOAs. These logos are displayed on the front and back of the training
notebook and classroom tote bag. In FY94, 297 additional DOE and DOE Contractors were
trained.
In FY95, the following milestones and schedule were created to enhance the assessment
methodology and continue to meet the training and technical assistance needs of the DOE
complex.
FY95 PPOA Training and Technical Assistance Schedule and Milestones

*

Receive approval and funding for project

FY95-1Q

Update DOE PPOA Contact List

FY95-1Q

Revise PPOA training module based on FY94

FY95-2Q

lessons learned.
*

Complete Style III of PPOA Software.

FY95-2Q

Research addition of energy analysis into existing
training methodology.
Research WMin/PP opportunities into ER and D&D
requirements.

FY95-2Q
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FY95-2Q

*

Complete pilot PPOA at the KCP involving energy
analysis.

FY95-3Q

Develop draft PPOA training module for
environmental restoration activities.

FY95-3Q

*

Finalize PPOA module for ER activities.

FY95-4Q

*

Revise current training program and class room
materials to include energy analysis.

FY95-3Q

*

Advertise availability of PPOA training
enhancements.

FY95:2Q-4Q

Deliver PPOA training as needed.

FY95:1Q-4Q

Provide PPOA technical assistance as requested.

FY95:1Q-4Q

*

Conduct follow-up survey and report results.

FY95-4Q

Document training and assistance through an annual
report and recommend future initiatives.

FY95-4Q

Advertising and Promotion
A two-page brochure was developed for DOE-HQ to advertise the PPOA class to the new
Waste Minimization Field Coordinators. The FY95 PPOA training schedule was sent to DOE's
EPIC database, the Pacific Northwest Laboratory Pollution Prevention bulletin board, and
Pollution Prevention Advisor for advertisement of its availability. The schedule was also added
to the AlliedSignal Inc., Federal Manufacturing & Technologies internet home page. In addition,
a one-page training class advertisement was sent to the DOE EM-122 "Plugged In" brochure.
A brochure was prepared to introduce the development areas of energy and environmental
restoration (ER). This brochure was available to attendees at the DOE EM Pollution Prevention
(P2) Conference XI, May 2-5, Knoxviile, Tennessee. Twenty-five FY94 project reports were
also distributed to attendees of the conference. In addition, the ER Tools Workshop was
attended to further gain information for the development of a new training module.
A new classroom tool was developed for the PPOA training attendees - a Pollution Prevention
Tool Slide-Out. The slide-out contains suggested tools that can be used for PPOAs (one side)
and for Pollution Prevention Programs (other side). It will be useful as a ready-reference for
class attendees. (See Appendix A for brochure and slide-out examples.)
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Class Delivery
In FY95, 31 people attended PPOA classes at the Kansas City Plant and 169 people attended
at other sites, as listed below. In total, 200 DOE and DOE contractor personnel were trained in
the PPOA course during FY95. A list of acronyms is available following the text.
PPOA Training
Class Attendance
Date

Location

# Attended

Cumulative Total

10/20-21/94
12/14-15/94
1/17-18/95
2/16-17/95
4/20-21/95
5/2-3/95
6/13-16/95
6/27-29/95
7/11-13/95
7/25-27/95
9/27-29/95

NTS
Rocky Flats
ASI/KO
LBNL
WSRC
KCP
NTS
KCP
SNL/NM
Oak Ridge
KCP

18
18
15
20
21
8
48
7
18
11
16

18
36
51
71
92
100
148
155
173
184
200

Figures 2 and 3 show the distribution of attendees by DOE Operations/Field Office and by lead
Cognizant Secretarial Office (CSO), respectively.
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Technical Assistance
Technical assistance has also been provided on PPOAs throughout the year. Assistance has
included software support, guidance reviews, and information exchange, to name a few. In
total, over 160 hours of technical assistance have been provided. A list of the assistance
provided to the respective sites is as follows:
Type of Assistance

Site
Nevada Test Site

PPOA Report Review, Halon PPOA Report,
Example PPOA Photographs

Sandia National Labs/CA

PPOA Program Checklist, Software Support,
PPOA & WMCCG Contact Lists

Idaho National Engineering Lab

DOE PPOA Guidance, Computer Assistance

FERMCO

High Decommissioning Cost Issues, PPOA
and WMCCG Contact Lists

Amarillo Area Office

Training Lesson Plan, Course Objectives,
FY93 Report

IT Corporation, NTS

PPOA Software Support

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

DOE PPOA Guidance, Worksheets on
Software, Waste Baseline Costing
Resource, Vapor Degreasing Contact

DOE-HQ, EM-40

PPOA Workshop Material

Rocky Flats

PPOA Photolab Report & Contact

DOE-HQ, EH

EPA's Federal Facility P2 Planning Guide

Pantex

PPOA Photolab Report

Princeton Plasma Physics Lab

Photographic Waste Opportunities

Lawrence Livermore National Lab

PPOA Workshop Notebook

Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PPOA Database Fields

DOE-AL

Photolab PPOA Report

Sandia National Labs/NM

PPOA Workshop Slides
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Site

Type of Assistance

Oak Ridge National Lab

Database Pop-Up Lists, Soil and Paint
PPOAs, PPOA Notebook

Business for Social Responsibility

DOE PPOA Guidance

Western Area Power Administration

Energy Slides & DOE Guidance

Los Alamos National Lab

Environmental Restoration Material

Westinghouse Hanford

PPOA Worksheet Software

Research Triangle Institute

Review of PPOA Guidance as Reference

Training Material Enhancements
Style III Software
Style III of the PPOA worksheet software was completed and its performance verified. This
software was offered to past training attendees. Upgrades were sent to those indicating their
interest.
Energy Analysis
Energy analysis was incorporated into the PPOA training during FY95. Historically, the PPOAs
have concentrated on the waste exiting an activity, but it is equally important to conserve the
energy being consumed by an activity as well. Energy conservation relates to pollution
prevention because as energy is generated, pollution and waste are resultant by-products.
Implemented energy conservation options are considered source reduction of pollution and
waste because they reduce the demand for generated energy.
The PPOA team attended Colorado State University's (CSU) Energy Assessment Diagnostic
Center training fromjvJovember 15-18,1994, to benchmark other energy assessment training
programs. The training was performance-based and allowed the team to complete an energy
assessment on an industrial plant. An Energy Conservation Opportunity (ECO) database was
also provided by CSU. This database contains common ECOs that may be applicable for
similar activities.
Energy analysis was then incorporated into the PPOA training material using KCP-developed
material based on information from the CSU training. An energy analysis concept section was
added to the Pollution Prevention Concepts, Module III section. In addition, a classroom
exercise was added at the end of the newly combined Module III which asked the training
attendees to think about both pollution prevention and energy conservation. (See Appendix B.)
Three new worksheets were added (See Appendix C) - worksheets 4E, 6E, and 7E. The
worksheets document the equipment which use energy and the opportunities that are available
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to decrease the energy used, respectively. In addition, changes were made to four existing
worksheets: 5, 8, 9, and 10. These changes documented energy costs and added energy
analysis to the option cost evaluation, weighted sums evaluation, and the final report.
Classroom exercises were then revised to include the energy analysis perspective. During the
first classroom exercise the training attendees are shown how to do energy calculations for
worksheet 4E, and then how to determine energy costs for worksheet 5. Energy conservation
options are then elicited during a class brainstorming session. These are recorded on
worksheets 6E and 7E and then evaluated on worksheets 8 and 9. For the second classroom
exercise the attendees use the concepts and instruction from the first classroom exercise to do
a combined energy/waste analysis. In addition, the PPOA computer software has been
upgraded to compliment these changes.
Validation of the new training material and software was conducted during the last three training
classes (Oak Ridge, Sandia National Labs, and the KCP). Suggested changes have been
incorporated. A pilot assessment was completed with energy analysis. It has been added to
the draft revision of the DOE Model PPOA Guidance.
Environmental

Restoration

Activities

Environmental restoration activities include both remediation and decommissioning projects.
PPOA training material application for these activities began with the development of two lists
showing progressive steps/requirements in each. (See Appendix D for these lists.) This
information was leveraged from past DOE workshop information. In addition, a section showing
application to ER activities was included in the training material. A case study from the Fernald
Site was used in this section to demonstrate the feasibility of a PPOA and its benefits.
The most common myth about PPOAs is that they cannot be used to evaluate nonroutine
waste streams or project-oriented activities. Many DOE sites have ER missions which generate
significant waste. The waste streams from these activities are often considered nonroutine and
project-oriented. This is because decommissioning usually involves removing buildings and
remediation usually requires treatment of soil and returning the land to its natural state. By
modifying the point at which PPOAs are conducted or by changing one's point of view, PPOAs
can be used to reduce waste from ER and other nonroutine activities.
Several sections showing application of nonroutine activities to the PPOA methodology have
been suggested for a revision to the DOE Model PPOA Guidance.
Other

Improvements

A return on investment formula and useful project life were added to the economic evaluations
on Worksheet 8. (See Appendix C.) These fields were added to assist pollution prevention
projects to be funded.
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The DOE PPOA contact list was updated and added to the resource section of the PPOA
training notebook. The names and respective contact information were not the only updates;
this year the format was updated as well to improve user-friendliness in locating the site and
person easier.
The class schedule was increased from a two-day format to a 2 1/2 day format to include the
additional energy and ER materials. The computer training session was scheduled on the
morning of the third day, leaving the afternoon for travel. Therefore, if class participants did not
have a need for software, they could leave after the second day.
A computer-room layout was developed to show the optimum computer training set up and the
equipment needed for delivery. (See Appendix E.)
Lessons Learned
Many factors in addition to the content and delivery of training affect a student's ability to learn
technical material. Proper attention to detail is essential to maximizing the effectiveness of the
training. Therefore, this team exercised many tools to develop an extensive list of lessons
learned.
The lessons learned section is organized into categories. They are as follows: Administrative
& Organizational, Classroom Training, Computer Training, Class Examination ands Evaluation,
and Follow-up Survey.
Administrative & Organizational
When traveling to other sites, don't check the suitcase'at the airport. It holds the training slides
and could result in unnecessary classroom delays.
Don't forget the Train-the-Trainer notebook when traveling to other sites. It is helpful for
instructor reviews prior to training delivery.
Talk with the host and make sure the background of the audience is evaluated prior to the
training class. Nontechnical attendees can be overwhelmed with the material balance
calculations. Tailoring the class to their background is beneficial for thejnstructor and
attendees
Instructors need to keep to the time schedule. Adjustments should be made so no area of the
course is shortened. Flexibility should be maintained.
Speak directly to the training room administrator, not through the site contact. This will
minimize problems with room and equipment availability.
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Classroom

Training

Energy units of measure from different energy sources are too difficult to compare because of
conversion complexities. Categorizing energy streams and/or sources is necessary before
making comparisons.
Combining return on investment with payback period and total saving calculations provides a
better justification for implementing opportunities.
Demonstrating the PPOA methodology through class exercises that address home and
community opportunities motivates behavioral changes for the work environment.
Training site P2 teams has proven more effective than training individuals and expecting them
to disseminate the information to others at their site. PPOA program barriers are minimized;
implementation and results are more expedient.
The class schedule (starting and ending times) should coincide with the site's regular work
schedule.
Computer

Training

Find out the computer needs/resources, including software distribution logistics, prior to
traveling to an off-site PPOA training class.
Use the newly developed computer room layout which details the equipment needed. The
Computer Overhead Projection System is required for an effective computer training session.
Test the computers for compatibility and functionality prior to the class. Watch for memory,
speed, or hard drive limitations.
Class Examination and Evaluation
After the PPOA training is complete, a class examination and evaluation are filled out by the
class attendees. The results of these documents are analyzed to provide a measure of how
well the course objectives were met. The course evaluation also provides a forum for the class
attendees to make written comments about the strong and weak points of the training. These
comments have been instrumental in making improvements to the training. Figures 4 and 5
summarize the results from the course examination and evaluation for both the on-site (KCP)
and off-site training, respectively. Please note that the evaluation results and examination
scores are averages for each class. The grand total average for the training to date is 3.58 out
of 4.0 from the evaluations and 82.4 out of 100 from the examinations.
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A follow-up survey was sent to 228 of the past year's PPOA training attendees to determine the
effectiveness of the training program after sufficient time was given to use the PPOA tool at
their sites. A response rate of 15 percent was observed. The survey asked a variety of
questions relating to the PPOA training. Figure 6 summarizes some of the results from the
surveys received.
The results of this survey show that the training course was effective in helping perform PPOAs.
Over half of the respondents have completed PPOAs since attendance at the training course.
A tremendous number of the participants used the DOE PPOA Graded Approach methodology.
The survey also indicated a strong interest in sharing implementation issues.
The complete summary results are shown on the following three pages. (Ratings are based on
a scale of 1, very little, to 5, a lot.)

Extremely
30%

Moderately
18%

59%

Was the course effective in helping
you when performing PPOAs?

Have you completed any PPOAs
since you received the training?

xtremely
20%

44%

Did you use DOE's graded
approach methodology?

Would a meeting with others to discuss
PPOA implementation be beneficial?

Figure 6. PPOA Training Class Follow-Up Survey Results
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FY95 PPOA Follow-up
Survey Results
1. Was the PPOA training beneficial in enhancing your site program?
Extremely Beneficial
Ver^Bfeneficial
Moderately Beneficial
Somewhat Beneficial
Not Beneficial

21%
26%
35%
15%
3%

2. Was the course effective in helping you when performing PPOAs?
Extremely Effective
Very Effective
'
Moderately Effective
Somewhat Effective
Not Effective

30%
43%
18%
9%
0%

3. Have you completed any PPOAs since you received the training?
Yes
No

41%
59%

4. How useful are the computerized worksheets?
Have Used Them
Haven't Used Them

53%47%

Of those respondents that have used the software:
Extremely Useful
Very Useful
Moderately Useful
Somewhat Useful
Not Useful
5. How useful is the software manual?
Have Used It
Haven^ftlsedlt

12%
29%
41%
18%
0%

-

41%
.^11!M. -U\
:

Of those respondents that have used the manual:
Extremely Useful
Very Useful
Moderately Useful
Somewhat Useful
Not Useful

>

5

9

%

7%
57%
22%
14%o
0%

6. Which of the TQ tools do you find useful in performing PPOAs?
iJ^ias^ming
Fish Bone
Weighted Sums
Benchmarking
Other (Mass Diagrams, TQM "Crosby" method, Cost Evaluation)
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71%
35%
24%
38%)
0%

FY95 PPOA Follow-up
Survey Results
7. Did you use DOE's graded approach methodology?
Yes
No

56%
44%

8. What methods or techniques did you use to establish your site's
priority material waste stream list?
Involved
Not Involved

35%
65%

Of those respondents that were involved, they answered:
"We followed state toxics reduction guidelines and applied our total quality system
approach."
"Funding, Availability of Support Services"
"Evaluate by Volume, Radioactivity, Toxicity, and Process"
"Statistical data acquired over a years time, in the form of a waste water
(photographic) production report."
"Waste Volume"
"Prioritization of the most hazardous to least hazardous waste streams."
"Volume, Toxicity, Hazard, Disposal Difficulty. Computer prioritization scheme
using existing data has been developed."
9. Do you need any technical assistance at your site?
Yes

No

10. Would a meeting with other PPOA trained individuals to discuss PPOA
implementation be beneficial?
Extremely Beneficial
Very Beneficial
Moderately Beneficial
Somewhat Beneficial
Not Beneficial
Would you attend if held as a separate meeting?
Yes
No

21

28%
72%

20%
23%
14%
23%
20%
57%
43%

FY95 PPOA Follow-up
Survey Results
Would you attend if held in conjunction with a DOE sponsored WMin/P2
meeting?

Yes

48%

No

32%

11. How can we improve the PPOA training program?
Some of the responses were as follows:
"I believe it was very thorough and comprehensive as designed."
"Overall the program was good. However, I thought the computer program was
very hard to use."
"No comments. Training class was interesting and well received."
"Present only the graded approach method."
"Make the training longer, more hands on."
"Make the forms data base more integrated to allow the recommendations to be
pulled out individually to put into a tracking data base."
"A refresher course would be beneficial."
"Allocate more time for the computer demonstration/hands on interaction. This
aspect of the class was hurried, especially for the novices."
"Offer a course on decontamination and decommissioning (D&D). This type of
PPOA differs a lot from process PPOAs.

12. List other people at your site who could benefit from PPOA training.
These responses will be used to target potential class attendees from the different
sites.
13. Would a train-the-trainer program at your site be beneficial?
No

42%
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Presentations
A presentation was made at the 18th Annual Training Resources and Data Exchange
(TRADE) Conference on November 2,1994, in Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas. It was presented in
the Environmental Management Special Interest Group session and titled "DOE-Wide
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Training."
Two presentations were given in March 1995 showcasing the latest development in the PPOA
training material: energy analysis and application to ER activities. The first was at Waste
Management '95, March 2, 1995, and the second was at ECM '95, March 14, 1995.
1,2

Implementation of DOE-Wide PPOA Database
Background
Many sites within the Department of Energy have completed opportunity assessments.
Others are just starting. DOE EM-334 recognized the need for these sites to share their
information. Several benefits are achieved when information sharing is effective, such as:
(1) the elimination of redundant efforts, (2) the minimization of resources, and (3) the creation
of valuable contacts. Therefore, EM-334 asked the Kansas City Plant to complete a feasibility
study on a DOE-wide PPOA information exchange mechanism.
In FY94 this study was completed with a multisite team. Consensus within the team indicated
that the minimum amount of PPOA information to be exchanged among DOE contractors was
as follows. (This is referred to as "basic PPOA information.")
PPOA Title
PPOA ID Code
Site
Contact (Site Coordinator)
Phone Number/ Fax Number
Contact (Specific PPOA)
Phone Number/ Fax Number
Waste Type
Process Type
Brief PPOA Description
Date
Option Descriptions
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Information sharing options were generated as a result of the QFD study and a cost/benefit
analysis was completed for each. Based on the following criteria of option cost information,
technical evaluation, Quality Function Deployment results, and speed of completion, a
recommendation was made to DOE EM-334 to implement a central database of basic PPOA
information using a dedicated PC followed by implementation using the internet.
FY95 Implementation of DOE-Wide PPOA Database Schedule and Milestones

*

Receive approval and funding for project

FY95-1Q

Work with multi-site team to define database terms:

FY95-2Q

process & waste stream types.

*

Define DOE complex database networking needs.

FY95-2Q

Choose database software compatible with

FY95-2Q

networking requirements.

*

Data request from DOE-HQ to DOE complex.

FY95-2Q

Develop and implement DOE PPOA database.

FY95-3Q

Collect and load PPOA data at the central site.

FY95-3Q

Initiate implementation of modem connection at the

FY95-4Q

central site.
*

Document FY95 activities in an annual report and

FY95-4Q

make future recommendations.
A draft list of two database field definitions (activity type and waste stream type) were
generated. EPA source and form codes were used to initiate this list. These fields will be used
to search and locate PPOAs of interest. The draft list was shared with 17 other DOE sites to
help ensure that the definitions would represent the needs of the DOE complex. Once all of the
comments were combined, the list was sent to the contacts for a second review. The feedback
from this review was then included in the DOE-wide PPOA database. The PPOA worksheets
were revised to include these fields. The software was upgraded with pop-up lists and an
appendix was added to the distribution of hard copy worksheets to provide the list of field
choices.
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Meetings were held at the KCP to evaluate the options for software selection. The site PPOA
contacts were surveyed to determine their networking capabilities and needs. After completing
this survey, the DOE-wide PPOA database software was selected and is Ingress with a frontend system of Netscape.
The database collection packet which included a cover memo from DOE EM-334 and guidance
for data collection was completed and mailed to the list of DOE PPOA contacts in March 1995.
For those sites which had electronic PPOA information, a disk and return mailer were included
in the packet. In April 1995, PPOAs began to be received from several sites. Loading of this
information was initiated shortly thereafter.
In May 1995, editing of the KCP PPOA data was completed for input into the DOE-wide
database. Data also continued to be received from other sites. The coding was completed
for the Ingres database. Option and process description fields were established at a 1500character maximum.
As of September 1995, the KCP PPOA data was loaded into the database and search field
information was added. In addition, 44 off-site PPOAs were loaded from Fernald, Oak Ridge
Reservation, and Argonne National Laboratory. This brought the DOE-wide PPOA database
total to 884.
DOE EM-334 Technical Support
Background
In December 1994, DOE EM-334 expressed the need to provide an estimate of DOE's future
waste reduction potential from the implementation of P2 opportunities. A team of WMin/P2
professionals was formed to collect the data and make the estimates. The KCP was asked to
provide the input for the EM-30 routine waste streams and operations.
FY95 DOE EM-334 Technical Support Schedule and Milestones
*

Generate, evaluate, and rank draft list of pollution
prevention opportunities to reduce DOE's "routine"
wastes.

FY95-2Q

*

Develop case studies and estimates of "routine"
waste reduction potential.

FY95-3Q

Work with EM-334 to finalize EM-1 Milestone input.

FY95-4Q

Document FY95 efforts in annual report.

FY95-4Q

*
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A scope of work was written to indicate KCP's support of this activity. The KCP PPOA site
options were reviewed and a list was made of those that resulted in significant waste reductions
and those which would be applicable to other sites in the DOE. In addition, a list of activities
was developed to show which processes generate the majority of this waste stream.
A draft of KCP's input to the HAZ-EM30 waste stream was sent to the working group for review.
A meeting was held on February 23, 1995, at the KCP to discuss everyone's input. A search
for case studies to support the suggested actions was initiated.
The Hazardous-EM30 waste stream report was completed in March 1995. Data for this report
was taken from the hazardous pollution prevention successes at the Kansas City Plant, Hanford
Site, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, and Idaho National Engineering Lab. The HazardousEM30 report was sent to the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory where it was merged with
the other waste category reports (EM-40 and EM-60) and then sent to DOE EM-334 for
headquarters review. The complete report was also received by team members for an overall
review.
3

Team comments were sent to Lockheed Idaho National Engineering Lab. The Baseline
Environmental Management Report was also reviewed to determine if any other assumptions
or references should be included in the report. An executive summary was written for the final
issue.
4

The final report issued by the KCP included a list of specific opportunities for EM-30 wastegenerating operations and waste stream types, a generic set of recommendations for DOE
headquarters implementation, and a general discussion of the approach and assumptions taken
to complete the estimates given.

Accomplishments
The following accomplishments have been realized as a result of this project in FY95:
•

Thirty-one participants received PPOA training at the KCP site.

•

One hundred sixty-nine participants received PPOA training off-site (at contractor locations).

•

The PPOA training materials were revised based on lessons learned from FY94.

•

Enhancements of energy analysis and application to Environmental Restoration activities
were added to the training materials. Three new worksheets were developed and added to
the PPOA computer software to support the energy usage/conservation opportunity
documentation.
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•

The PPOA database software was upgraded to enhance retrieval of PPOA data and
worksheets and to incorporate Style III - radioactive waste categories detailed to the level of
the DOE Annual Waste Generation and Waste Reduction Report. The software manual
was also revised to include these changes.

•

Retum-on-lnvestment (ROI) calculations used by DOE Headquarters were added to the
economic option evaluation worksheet.

•

The list of DOE PPOA contacts was revised and updated and a new format created to
enhance user-friendliness.

•

The PPOA methodology enhancements to the training materials and graded approach
validation were utilized to create a suggested revision to the DOE/DP's Model Pollution
Prevention Opportunity Assessment Guidance.

•

Over 160 hours of technical assistance were provided to over 20 DOE sites during FY95.

•

A follow-up survey was distributed to 228 past participants to determine if the training was
helpful in initiating their program and if additional support was needed.

•

The PPOA course was advertised through Pollution Prevention Advisor articles, the DOE
Newsletter, the DOE EM-122 Plugged-ln brochure, the DOE EPIC and PNL P2 Information
bulletin boards, and internally developed brochures. The brochures were distributed at the
DOE EM P2 Conference XI in Knoxville, Tennessee.

•

A tool slide-out was developed to provide an aid for classroom attendees in the use of
pollution prevention and PPOA tools.

•

Implementation of a DOE-wide PPOA database is approximately 75% complete. The
database software was selected, a network capability and needs assessment survey was
completed, the software was coded, and a collection packet was distributed throughout the
DOE sites. The database was then loaded with 884 PPOAs from four DOE sites.

•

Three KCP associates were trained as new PPOA instructors.

Future Work
The last deliverable for each project activity included the development of FY96 follow-on plans.
They are as follows:
•

Update the DOE/DP Model PPOA Guidance with the suggested improvements to the
graded approach methodology, application to nonroutine activities, and energy analysis
additions.

•

Continue to provide training and technical assistance to interested DOE and DOE contractor
personnel.
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•

Develop a PPOA training class specific to ER activities - including decommissioning and/or
remediation exercises.

•

Develop a PPOA training overview videotape to distribute to smaller sites within the DOE
complex.

•

Complete the implementation of the DOE-wide PPOA database and update the information
periodically. Using internet home page hot links, connect the PPOA database with others in
the DOE for improved PPOA and P2 information exchange.
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Acronyms
AD - Department of Energy's Administration Program
ANL - Argonne National Laboratory
ADS - Activity Data Sheet
ASI/KO - AlliedSignal Inc./Kirtiand Operations
BDM - BDM Oklahoma Inc.
CSO - Cognizant Secretarial Office
CSU - Colorado State University
DOE DP - Department of Energy's Defense Programs
DOE EE - Department of Energy's Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Program
DOE EM - Department of Energy's Environmental Management Program
DOE ER - Department of Energy's Energy Research Program
DOE FE - Department of Energy's Fossil Energy Program
DOE HQ - Department of Energy's Headquarters
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EPIC - Department of Energy's Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse
ER - Environmental Restoration
FY93-Fiscal Year 1993
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LBNL - Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LLNL - Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
NE - Department of Energy's Nuclear Energy Program
NP - Department of Energy's New Production Reactor Program
NTS - Nevada Test Site
P2 - Pollution Prevention
PPOA - Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
PWA - Process Waste Assessment
QFD - Quality Function Deployment
RW - Department of Energy's Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program
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SNL/NM - Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico
TRADE - Training Resources and Data Exchange
WRITAR - Waste Reduction Institute for Training and Applications Research
WINCO - Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
WSRC - Westinghouse Savannah River Company
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Appendix A
Promotional Materials

Registration
Information
Who should attend this training?
This training will be beneficial to anyone
who is assigned to conduct or
coordinate pollution prevention
opportunity assessments, PPOAs. This
may include scientists, lab technicians,
engineers, waste management
professionals, waste generators and
other line personnel.
When will the training be offered at
the Kansas City Plant?

•
•

June 27-29,1995
August 29-31,1995

How do I get mora information?

information
Form
To receive a registration packet, it is
necessary to FAX or mail this
information request form. Mail the form
or FAX it to:

The course is sponsored by DOE and is
free of charge to DOE personnel and
contractors; however, class size will be
limited to ~ 25 participants. To obtain
information concerning technical
assistance or training, contact Susan
Pemberton at phone #(816) 997-5435,
fax # (816) 997-2049, or e-mail of
spemberton@kcp.com.

Training and
Technical Assistance

Susan Pemberton, 0/134 2C43
AUiedSlgnal Inc.
Kansas City Division
P.O. Box 41»15»
Kansas City, MO 44141-41S*
FAX: (111487-2049)

Company
Address
City
_
State

n f l Solutions^^Kmk
Not
Pollution

Zip

Names of Registrants:
IndicMt* t, and 2 cholcts tor dttts.

Fill out the information form on the back
side of this brochure. A registration
packet will be sent to those who request
training approximately one month prior
to the selected date. Details on
accommodations and local activities will
be included in the registration packet.
Additional information can be provided
upon request.

Pollution Prevention
Opportunity
Assessment

Name:
Title:

Phone:
Fax:
Jun.27-29

Aug. 29-31

Name:
Title:
Phone:
Fax:
Jua 27 - 29

Aug. 29-31

•

Performance-Based Methods

•

Graded Approach

•

Easy to Use Work Sheets

•

Computer-Based Forms

•

Composite Lessons Learned

Sponsored by...

Name:
Title:
Phone:
Fax:
Jun. 27 - 29

Training Includes...

Department of Energy, Office of
Environmental Management,
Division of Waste Minimization, EM-334

Aug. 29-31

and
AlliedSignal Inc.
Kansas City Division

About the
Training
The Purpose: The Kansas City Division
of AlliedSignal, in response to a request
from DOE's Office of Environmental
Management, Division of Waste
Minimization, EM-334, is offering
Pollution Prevention Opportunity
Assessment (PPOA) training at the DOE
Kansas City Plant in Kansas City,
Missouri. This training and assistance is
free to both DOE personnel and
contractors.

oo
w

The course is designed to increase
pollution prevention awareness and
demonstrate the effectiveness of a PPOA
as a tool in identifying pollution

prevention opportunities.

Participants will team how to:
•

initiate and sustain an effective
pollution prevention program,

•

develop a prioritized waste stream
and activity list,

•

determine boundaries for an activity,

•

use the DOE graded approach in
completing PPOAs,

•

use the PPOA as a tool to further
energy conservation and environmental
restoration activities, and

•

use computer-based PPOA
worksheet software.

Program
Content
What is provided in the training?
The program uses performance-based
methods in conjunction with a set of
worksheets designed to structure the
PPOA. Each participant will receive a
course notebook containing information
on setting up a pollution prevention
program, establishing a pollution
prevention opportunity assessment
methodology, completing PPOAs using
a graded approach, and a summary of
lessons learned in the PPOA process
from several sites within DOE.
Separate breakout sessions will be
utilized to introduce participants to a
microprocessor-based system (both
Macintosh and IBM compatible) that can
be used to record and retrieve PPOA
information.
Tours of AlliedSignal's operations where
PPOAs have been effective in
identifying source reduction, recycling,
and treatment opportunities will be
provided for class participants.
In addition, the course will provide time
for information sharing. Participants will
have an opportunity to share the
pollution prevention activities or
experiences from their individual site.

About the
Assistance
The Purpose: Through the
sponsorship of DOE, Office of Waste
Management, Division of Waste
Minimization, the Kansas City Plant will
provide PPOA assistance at no cost to
DOE personnel and contractors.
Why is this assistance being
offered?
Experience has shown that meaningful
pollution prevention occurs when
generators are responsible for the
performance of PPOAs. This
assistance is aimed at helping the .,
generators complete this task.
-'
What types of assistance will be
offered?
The Kansas City Plant will offer
assistance in the following areas:
• Aid in the initiation of a PPOA
program,
• Provide on-site PPOA training,
• Facilitate site PPOA teams,
• Critique PPOAs,
• Assist teams to overcome obstacles
in the PPOA process, and
• Provide Pollution Prevention
resources throughout the complex.

AlliedSignal Inc.. manages the Kansas City Plant
for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
number DE-AC04-76-DP00613.

Printed on recycled paper.
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Pollution Prevention Advisor

Julv 1995
DJclm.in know he is a tireless supporter
o: poil'i .oii pivrven'Kin wilh .S:i jiicjr.ny
knack of translating ideas into action. His
enthusiastic support of the BbVELAC
shield block recycling pioject insulted in
sn unprecedented a!ii2nce of DOE
facilities and Headquarters organizations
to fund a piojeel (hat could save the
Department ovci $30 million "
McPoland said Edelman was a "pioneer" in developing the giassroob"
alliance and in seeking out new ideas and
innovations, particularly in the electronic
dissemination of information within DOE
through the EPIC computer system. She
called Edelman "one of the most pleasant
and dynamic individuals you'll ever have
the pleasure to work with."
Edelman gtaeiously acknowledged his
nationally recognized achievements as "a
direct result of Eneigy Research's
commitment to quality, pollution prevention, and dedicated staff both at Headquarters and in the field." O
f,

Contact Mark Boylan. DOE Pollution
Prevention Awards. IJOJ) 540-0022.

Pantex waste minimization
said several projects combined
saves millions Luginbhyl
represent a reduction in mixed wasii.

W

aste rcduvlioh -it the U 6"
Deportment of Fr.ejgy s ?ir.!ex
facility has saved millions of
dollars in disposal costs as various
departments have cut their waste streams
(o a fraction of past levels
Between 19S7 and 1994,98 percent of
(he plant's overall waste generation was
eliminated. The decrease in waste
generation are not just a reflection ot the
reduction in workload, said BattellePantcx Pollution Prevention technical
team leader Dr. James Luginbhyl. "While
(he plant has lost the production mission,
that decrease in workload has been moie
than offset by the increase in dismandement," Luginbhyl said, emphasizing that
•he 9" percent represents "significant, real
reductions."
The cost of hazardous waste disposal in
FY iy92 was around S3 million In 1994,
it was about one-third as much.

LLNL Site 300 Paint Shop keeps
reducing hazardous waste

T

he Sue 300 Paint Shop at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboiaiory is
expanding waste reduction efforts
tollowmg the elimination of some ot its
^ astc streams
Spray-booth water was reduced from
3,000 gallons per year to 600 gallons by
using high-volume, low-pressure spray
equipment and by discharging water only
when necessary, accoiding to the paint
shop's Stephen Smith.
"We also eliminated methyl ethyl
ketone tMEK) as a cleaning solvent and
replaced it with lacquer thinner." Smith
said "We reduced the use of mineral
spirits or paint thinner by using lacquer
thinnei to clean pain biushes and spray
equipment and by using paint thinner only
when ncccssaiy. We then tecycled used
lav-qucr thinner through our solvent
recovery distiller unit "
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Smith said recycling has reduced the
shop's consumption of new products by
about 75 pcicent.
Reducing die number of paint colors
used by the shop as well as using leftover
paint from one job to the next also helpei
minimize waste. Over the past five vear:
the shop has eliminated a number of
individual waste streams.
"At the same time, we are using vvaterj
soluble paints and coatings with low
volatile organic compound content to
reduce waste. In IVS9. the Site 300 PaiAt
Shop sent 450 gallons ot lacquer thinne
and mclhyl ethyl ketone mixed waste to
LLN'L Hazardous Waste Management
Smith said. With the addition of the dis
tilling unit, managed hazardous waste u as
reduced to 15 gallons, w
Contact Stephen Smith. ($10) 423-5391

generac.on of 69 percent it; t..o vc.irs .it •>
savings of SI .!£ million This induction in
mixed waste was achieved through a
combination of several successful
projects, reducing the size of radioactive
materials management areas, solvent
substitutions, paint and ink substitutions,
elimination of paints, review ot ••".aste
codes, and analysis of chemicals that
were assumed to be hazardous. Mixed
waste generation was reduced from 266
drums in 1992 to 82 drums in 1994.
In 1994. it cost $834,000 to run the
crilijc pollution picvention program at
Pantex. That year, the plant saved almost
S4 million in disposal costs for mixed and
hazardous wastes, yielding a retutn-oninvestment of a whopping 455 peiccnt tor
those waste streams alone. O
Contact Dr. James Luginbhyl. (S06) 477-

j£6

PPOA training
sessions underway
at KCP

P

ollution Prevention Oppoitunity
Assessment (PPOAj training
sessions are underway this summer
at the Kansas City Plant for U S Department of Energy (DOE) and DOK comtac
tor personnel. The upcoming session is
Aug. 29-31
The no-cost training uses performanccbased methods in conjunction with a set
of model worksheets to structure the
assessment. Participants will uouipleie an
assessment as a team exercise and enter
the worksheet information into a microcomputer-based system The> will
receive database softwaie and a coursenotebook with a section on how to set op
a pollution prevention progi.nn O
Contact Susan Pemberttm. KCP -Slot
997-5435. fax: \S16) W7-2049. email
spembertonWkcp.com.

REhUCF. REUSE RECYCLE REDUCE KcUSE RECYCLE REDUCE R£7<ii —rtfC-ffcr-f-
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PPOA Training
Session Scheduled
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessments (PPOAs) are an integral part of
a successful pollution prevention / waste minimization program. An opportunity
assessment is a tool for participants to identify the nature and amount of
wastes, stimulate the generation of pollution prevention opportunities, and
evaluate those opportunities for implementation. The resulting baseline
assists in measuring waste minimization progress.
A PPOA training session has been scheduled that may be of interest to DOE
and DOE contractor personnel at DOE field sites. The training material has .
recently been modified from previous editions to provide additional focus on the
role of energy conservation in Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessments.
The revised course will also provide information on how to utilize this
assessment tool for Environmental Restoration and Decontamination and
Decommissioning projects.
The next training session will be held at the Kansas City Plant September 27 29, 1995, and another will be scheduled for first quarter FY1996. Please share
this information with personnel in your organization and at your organization's
field site. The training is offered to DOE and DOE contractor personnel at no
cost.
The two and one half days of training uses performance-based methods in
conjunction with a set of model worksheets to structure the assessment.
Participants will complete an assessment as a team exercise and enter the
worksheet information into a micro-computer based system. The participants
will receive database software and a course notebook containing a section on
how to set up a pollution prevention program. The notebook also includes
assessment methodology, a graded approach, a summary of lessons learned
from multiple DOE sites, and resource information.
The training is jointly sponsored by the Department of Energy, Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management, Division of Waste
Minimization, EM-334 and AlliedSignal Inc., Kansas City Division. If there is
sufficient interest, the training can be held at a DOE or DOE contractor's site.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION (PP) TOOLS

I

POLLUTION PREVENTION (PP) AWARENESS
POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY
ASSESSMENT (PPOA)
UP-FRONT PLANNING
INCENTIVES
INFORMATION SHARING
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
MANUFACTURING (ECM)
BENCHMARKING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS (LCA)

A program to incorporate pollution prevention ethics and
practices into the mind set of personnel, thus helping to make the
culture change to pollution prevention.

®

For Additional Information Contact:
AlliedSignal Inc.
Kansas City Division
(816)997-4111
(816) 997-4208 (Fax)

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY
ASSESSMENT TOOLS

H

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM
FLOW CHART
CHECK SHEET
SCATTER DIAGRAM
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
BRAINSTORMING
FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS
PARETO CHART
. WEIGHTED SUMS EVALUATION

A team composed of members with a variety of experiences and
skills. This ensures that the activity is assessed from different
perspectives.
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Appendix B
Pollution Prevention/Energy Conservation Concepts Exercise

POLLUTION PREVENTION
AND ENERGY CONSERVATION EXERCISE:
It's Tuesday morning, you've hit the snooze bar for the third time; but you now realize that it
is time to get out of bed. You head toward the bathroom, knowing full well you are running
twenty minutes behind schedule. As you head through the bathroom door, thoughts of the
Pollution Prevention and Energy Conservation discussion from the previous work day begin
to enter your mind.
You realize in a typical morning getting ready for work you are conducting several activities
with multiple opportunities to reduce pollution and conserve energy.
1.) List three of the activities which may produce pollution.
2.) List two activities which may consume energy.
3.) Identify the input/output materials or the equipment/energy sources for one of the
activities.
4.) Suggest alternatives for the activity that will reduce waste, energy usage, or both.
Use the following activity area diagram and worksheet to assist you with this endeavor.
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Brush Teeth

Toothpaste, cold water, saliva,
plaque, packaging.

Turn off the water while brushing your
teeth. Measure out the amount of
toothpaste to be used.

•

Take Shower

Cold water, hot water, soap,
shampoo, dirt, packaging.

Purchase a 2.5 gallon/minute shower
head. Measure out the amount of
soap/shampoo to be used.

•

Apply Deodorant

Deodorant, packaging.

Measure out the amount of
deodorant to be used.

ENERGY ACTIVITY

EQUIPMENT/ENERGY SOURCES

OPPORTUNITY

•

Dry Hair

Hair Dryer (1500 watts), Electricity

Don't style or dry your hair. Get a
"Kojak" haircut.

•

Take Shower

Water Heater, Natural Gas or
Electricity

Purchase a 2.5 gallon/minute shower
head, install a timer on the water
heater.

to
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Appendix C
PPOA Model Worksheets

Worksheet 1
L e v e l III

Original Issue Date:
Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
PPOA Title:

PPOA Team

PPOA ID Code(s):
Name

Job
Classification

Phone
Number

Fax
Number

E-Mail
Address

•Team Leader

Additional Resources

Name

Phone

Fax

PPOA Coordinator
Waste Management
Industrial Hygiene
Environmental Protection
Safety
Fire Protection

;

[

Process Engineering
Materials Engineering
Utilities Engineering
Facilities Engineering
Maintenance (Equipment)
Analytical Lab Testing
Scheduling
Purchasing
44
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Worksheet 1

Worksheet 1 provides the identification of the PPOA assessment team. For the PPOA
to be successful, employees involved with the activity should be members of the
team. The assessment team needs a leader, members, and additional resources,
as required.
The team leader should have technical knowledge of the activity or project, knowledge
of the current operations, and the personnel involved. The leader shall assemble the
team to perform the assessment. Team members may include engineers, waste
generators, waste management specialists, operators, scientists, laboratory
technicians, and other line personnel. Additional resources may be called in to
provide information not available within the team. The size of the team may be large
for complicated activities, but should be kept to a minimum to maintain focus.
1. Original Issue Date: List the original issue date of the PPOA.
2. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet. {Original issue = 0.}
3. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
4. PPOA Title: List the PPOA title selected by the team.
5. PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA ID Code(s) selected by the team.
6. Name, Job Classification, Phone: To facilitate team meetings and for future
reference, this information should be completed when the PPOA team is
formed.
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Worksheet 2
Level lii
Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Activity Description
PPOA Title:
PPOA ID Code(s):

Activity Location:

.
Site:
Floor:

Area:
Dept:

Building:
Room:

Activity Description:

Description of Major Product(s) of Activity or Project Purpose:

Major Activity:
Specific Activity:
Major Waste Stream:
Specific Waste Stream:

4

6
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Worksheet 2
Worksheet 2 provides a brief description of the activity. An activity is any existing
or planned project or process which uses energy and/or generates waste or
pollution to the air, water, and/or land. The main elements of the activity
description are the location, input materials, energy usage, equipment,
summary of operations performed, operation controls, operator training, major
products, and the waste streams affected.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. PPOA Title: List the PPOA Title given on Worksheet 1.
4. PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA ID Code(s) given on Worksheet 1.
5. Activity Location: List the best descriptor of the activity location. It may be a
department, building, room, site, etc..
6. Activity Description: The description should detail important attributes of
the activity. Equipment, summary of operations performed, energy
usage, operation controls, input materials, and operator training
(qualification or certification) should be included.
7. Description of Major Produces) of Activity or Project Purpose: Describe
the major products which result from this activity or the reason the activity
is being performed.
8. Major Activity, Specific Activity, Major Waste Stream, and Specific Waste
Stream: These fields will provide useful searching capability in the
DOE-wide PPOA database. Choose the best descriptor for these fields.
A list of the available activity and waste stream lists are shown in the
worksheet appendix.
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Worksheet 3
Style 1

Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Activity Flow Diagram
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Inputs:

<5D

Solid

<^PR2^)

Liquid

(^PR3^)

Air

<™>

Solid

<2§D

Liquid

<2ED

Air

<^NHT])

Solid

(^miT)

Liquid

Activity:

Product
Hazardous
Non-Hazardous
Other

(^mf^) Air

Highlight those sections^tfiatapply^
Use Worksheet 4 to identif^and^^
quantify the appropriate stream:^ '•'

CorT)

Solid

C°zD
C°iD

Liquid
Air
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Worksheet 3
Style 1
Worksheet 3 provides a flow diagram for the PPOA activity. The flow diagram
should represent all PPOA ID Code(s) associated with the activity, all input
materials, and outputs (products/wastes). The flow diagram should track
materials from the time they enter the boundary of the activity until they leave.
This diagram represents a very simplistic flow model; a more detailed diagram
may be required to identify all waste streams, especially for complex, multi-step
operations.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s)
given on Worksheet 1.
4. Activity Flow Diagram: List the input materials on the lines provided. Fill in
the Activity Name box. Then highlight those outputs that are applicable to
. the operation (e.g. Product, Hazardous, etc.). Then categorize those outputs
into solid, liquid, or air emission streams by highlighting the corresponding
output stream. A Stream ID Code is provided for each category of waste.
5. Outputs: The Stream ID Code provides a uniform coding scheme for the
release information requested on Worksheet 4. A brief waste description
may be recorded in the box to therightof the Stream ID Code.
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Revision Date:

Level ill

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Activity Flow Diagram
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): _ _ _

>

Inputs:

®
®
©

Solid
Liquid
Air

y'Activity:

Product

<s> Solid

Hazardous

(S) Liquid
(MX3^

Non-Hazardous

Air

Radioactive
Mixed
Other

©
®> Liquid
© Air
Solid

©
©
®

Solid
Liquid
Air

<© Solid
<2D Liquid
<S5 Air
© Solid
® Liquid
<2E5 Air

lose sec
;?PP
m*.
Use Worksheet 4 to identify and 3
[

^quantifythe appropnatej ^
-
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«

Worksheet 3
Style 2 J

This worksheet provides a method to document the activity flow diagram for the
assessment. The flow diagram should identify all assessment code(s)
associated with the activity, all input materials, and outputs (products/wastes).
The flow diagram should track materials from the time they enter the activity
boundary until they leave. This diagram represents a very simplistic flow model;
a more detailed diagram may be required to identify all waste streams, especially
for complex, multi-step activities.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. Title or Assessment ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code
given on Worksheet 1S.
4. Inputs: List the input materials on the lines provided. Fill in the Activity Name
box. Then highlight those outputs that are applicable to the activity (e.g.
Product, Hazardous, etc.). Then sub-categorize those outputs into solid,
liquid, or air emission streams by highlighting the corresponding output
stream. A Stream ID Code is provided for each sub-category of waste.
5. Outputs: The Stream ID Code provides a uniform coding scheme for the
release information. A brief waste description may be recorded in the box to
the right of the Stream ID Code. The code information is summarized in the
table below:
Stream ID Codes
Designator
Code
Product
Hazardous
Non-Hazardous
Radioactive
Mixed
Other

PR
HZ
NH
RD
MX
OT

Solid Stream = 1, Liquid Stream = 2, Air Stream = 3
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Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Activity Flow Diagram
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):

Inputs:

®
®
®

<T
Product
(NHT)

Solid

QjH2^ Liquid

<™D

Air

Hazardous - non RCRA
Toxic, TSCA

Other

Solid
Liquid
Air

Liquid
Air

Solid
Liquid
Air

Hazardous - RCRA

Non-Hazardous

®
®
®

®
®
©

Solid

to worksheet 3B
(forradioactivewastes)

C*D

Solid

^HN2^

Liquid

Q j N ^ Air

®
®
®

Solid
Liquid
Air

[Highlight those sections tfiaTappIyri
^se%o^hle^gMi6t^nar "
^quantify tha.appropnate.streaml
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Worksheet 3A
Style 3

Worksheet 3 provides aflowdiagram for the PPOA. The flow diagram should represent all
PPOA ID Code(s) associated with the activity, all input materials, and outputs
(products/wastes). The flow diagram should track materials from the time they enter the
activity boundary until they leave. This diagram represents a very simplistic flow model; a
more detailed diagram may be required to identify ail waste streams, especially for
complex, multi-step activities or projects.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet
3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s) given on
Worksheet 1.
4. Activity Flow Diagram: List the input materials on the lines provided. Fill in the
Activity Name box Then highlight those outputs that are applicable to the operation
(e.g. Product, Hazardous, etc.). Then categorize those outputs into solid, liquid, or
air emission streams by highlighting the corresponding output stream. A Stream ID
Code is provided for each category of waste.
5. Outputs: The Stream ID Code provides a uniform coding scheme for the release
information requested on Worksheet 4. A brief waste description may be recorded
in the box to the right of the Stream ID Code.

DOE Definitions:
Hazardous Waste - Waste, which because of its quantity, concentration, or physical,
chemical or infectious nature may (a) cause or significantly contribute to an
increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating
reversible illness, or (b) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human
health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed
of, or otherwise managed. Hazardous waste can be further defined as:
RCRA-regulated - solid waste not specifically excluded from regulation under 40 CFR
261.4, or delisted by petition, that is either a listed hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.30 261.33) or exhibits the characteristics of a hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.20 261.24).
Non RCRA-regulated - any other hazardous waste not specifically regulated under
TSCA or RCRA, which may be regulated by the state or local authorities, such as
used oil.
TSCA Waste - Individual chemical wastes (both liquid and solid), such as
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
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^®iWorksheet?3B3g^g

Revision No.:
Revision Date:

KSfflg*
Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Activity Flow Diagram
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):

from worksheet 3A
(for radioactive wastes)

®

©
©
©

Liquid

@

Solid

Solid

Air

/Activity:

® Solid
(5D Liquid
(5D Air

High Level

Solid

^OR2*")

Liquid

©

Liquid
Air

Transuranic, (TRU)
TRU, Mixed
Low Level
Low Level, Mixed

®

©
®

Other, Rad

©
(™D
<™D

©
©
©

Air

Solid
Liquid
Air

Solid
Liquid
Air
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Worksheet 3B
Style 3
Worksheet 3 provides an activity flow diagram for the PPOA. The flow diagram should
represent all PPOA ID Code(s) assodated with the activity, all input materials, and outputs
(products/wastes). The flow diagram should track materials from the time they enter the
boundary of the activity until they leave. This diagram represents a very simplistic flow
model; a more detailed diagram may be required to identify all waste streams, especially for
complex, multi-step activities or projects.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet
2. Revision Date; List the most recent revision date for this worksheet
3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s) given on
Worksheet 1.
4. Activity Flow Diagram: List the input materials on the lines provided. Fill in the
Activity Name box. Then highlight those outputs that are applicable to the operation
(e.g. Product, Hazardous, etc.). Then categorize those outputs into solid, liquid, or
air emission streams by highlighting the corresponding output stream. A Stream ID
Code is provided for each category of waste.
5. Outputs: The Stream ID Code provides a uniform coding scheme for the release
information requested on Worksheet 4. A brief waste description may be recorded
in the box to therightof the Stream ID Code.
DOE Definitions:
High Level Waste- Irradiated reactor fuel, liquid wastes resulting from operation of the
first cyde solvent extraction system, or equivalent and the concentrated wastes
from subsequent extraction cydes, or equivalent, in a facility for reprocessing
irradiated reactor fuel, and solids into which such liquid wastes have been
converted. (10CFR60.2)
Transuranic Waste - Waste that is contaminated with alpha-emitting radionudides with
(1) an atomic number greater than 92 (heavier than uranium); (2) half-lives greater
than 20 years; and (3) concentrations greater than 100 nanocuries per gram of
waste.
Transuranic Mixed Waste: - Waste which contains both transuranic waste and
hazardous components, as defined by the Atomic Energy Act and RCRA,
respectively.
Low Level Waste: - Radioactive Waste not dassified as high level waste, transuranic
waste, spent nudear fuel, or by-product material [spedfied as uranium or thorium
tailings and waste in accordance with DOE Order 5820.2A].
Low Level Mixed Waste: - Waste which contains both low level waste and hazardous
components, as defined by the Atomic Energy Act and RCRA, respectively.
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Worksheet 4
Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Material Balance Summary
Time Frame
From:
To:

Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Page
of

PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
OUTPUT QUAN"riTY (Units: lbs.)

Material
Description

Total
Input

Total
Output

Stream
10 Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

Stream
ID Code

o o o o o o o o o

•

Totals/Subtotals
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Worksheet 4
A material balance is a summation of the total quantity of input material to an
activity and the releases to the environment, another activity, or made into
product. The purpose of Worksheet 4 is to tabulate this information and total
the inputs and outputs for all streams.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number of the PPOA.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for the PPOA
worksheet.
3. PPOA Title/PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or ID Code(s) given
on Worksheet 1.
4. Page
of
: Indicate the page number for this worksheet and the
number of pages for this worksheet.
5. From/To: Report the dates (month and year) for the time period covered.
An annual period is suggested for purposes of averaging and
documenting performance toward facility goals.
, 6. Material Description: List the material name and stock number
i
(optional) or the output product if different than originating material.
7. Units
: Enter the unit of measure for the input/output summary. A
consistent unit of measurement is suggested. If requirements dictate
mixing units, designate the units for a particular column under the
Stream ID Code heading.
8. Total Input: For the material described in the far left column enter the
weight of material used in the operation during the time frame specified.
9. Total Output: For the material specified in the Material Description
column enter the weight of the output. This is the sum of all waste
streams and any product generated. For activities where chemical
reactions take place, input materials are consumed or changed to
different compounds, a separate entry in the Material Description
column is required to adequately define the output. In these cases, the
input and output quantities will not balance for the listed material in that
row.

discharge amount for the material described in the Material Description
column that relates to that Stream ID Code. Continue across the
worksheet for all Stream ID Code(s) utilized in Worksheet 3.
11. Totals/Subtotals: Sum the Total Input, Total Output, and Output
columns. Record the sum at the bottom row of the last worksheet.
Subtotals are recorded at the bottom row for other pages of the
worksheet. The Total Input column should equal the Total Output
column unless there is system accumulation. The Total Output column
should also be the sum of all the Stream ID Code output streams. •

Stream ID Codes:
Designator

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

PR
Product
PR
PR
•
Hazardous
HZ
HZ
Non-Hazardous
NH
NH
NH
*
RD
Radioactive
MX
Mixed
OT
OT
OT
Other
HR
Hazardous, RCRA
Hazardous, Non-RCRA
HN
TS
Toxic, TSCA
HL
High Level
Transuranic, TRU
TU
TRU, Mixed
TM
LL
Low Level
Low Level, Mixed
LM
OR
Other, Radioactive
Solid Stream = 1, Liquid Stream = 2, Air Stream = 3
;

Style refers to the version of Worksheet 3 used.

10: Output Quantity: Use these columns to break down the total output into
output categories. Refer to Worksheet 3 for the appropriate Stream ID
Code for the output type. Enter the Stream ID Code at the top of the
column (e.g., HZ1 for a hazardous solid waste stream), then enter the
05/95
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Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Energy Usage Summary
Time Frame
From:
To:

Pa

9=
e

PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):

•miti^jV:^^
Energy
Resource

EQUIPMENT

Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Estimated
Efficiency

ELECTRICITY
Type:

Energy
Resource
GAS

Type:

Energy
Resource

Energy
Resource

WATER

FOSSIL
FUEL

Type:

Type:

u-^mm&mmmm

Energy
Resource

Energy
Resource

Energy
Resource

Equipment
Description

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

TOTAL
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Worksheet 4E
The energy summary is a tabulation of the total quantity of
energy utilized by the activity and related equipment. The
purpose of Worksheet 4E is to identify energy resource usage
types and document the usage level by equipment.

Energy Resource: List some of the major energy
resources and types. Additional spaces are provided for
more activity specific needs. The "Type" blank should be
filled in with the specific energy usage type. Examples of
energy resources and specific types are as follows:

1. Revision No.: List the revision number of the PPOA.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for the
PPOA worksheet.

Energy Resource: Electricity
Types - standard electricity, hydroelectric, nuclear (fission),
or geothermal (steam)

3. PPOA Title/PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or ID
Code(s) given on Worksheet 1.

Energy Resource: Fossil Fuels
Types - gasoline, butane, propane, coal, fuel oil, diesel fuel,
or natural gas

4. Page
of
: Indicate the page number for this
worksheet and the number of pages for this worksheet.
S 5. From/To: Report the dates (month and year) for the time
period covered. An annual period is suggested for
purposes of averaging and documenting performance
toward facility goals.

Energy Resource: Water
Types - standard electricity, natural gas, propane, or coal

6. Equipment: List the equipment name in the column
heading under "Equipment". In the remainder of the row,
for the energy resource specified in the Energy Resource
column, enter the amount of the resource that is
attributable to the listed piece of equipment.

Energy Resource: Gas
Types - butane, propane, generated methane, or natural gas

7. Estimated Efficiency: For the listed Equipment described
in the far left column enter the estimated efficiency in
percentage, if known, or by indicating, high, medium or low.
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Worksheet 5
Level III

Revision No.: _
Revision Date: _
Page
of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Material & Energy Cost
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Input Cost:

Material/Energy Source

Stock Number
(if applicable)

Cost Per
Unit

Annual Cost

Total/
Subtotal
Waste Disposal Cost:

Material / Waste Stream

Waste Stream
Category

Cost Per
Unit

Total/
Subtotal
60

Annual Cost

Worksheet's

Worksheet 5 details the cost of the PPOA input materials (use the quantities from
Worksheet 4) and the cost of disposal for these materials. The material cost may be
obtained from Purchasing or Stores. The cost of disposal may be obtained from Waste
Management or Accounting. Annual Cost is calculated from the amount of material placed
in the activity or from the amount of disposed material, multiplied by the cost per unit.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. Page
of
: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages for
this worksheet.
4. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s) given on
Worksheet 1.
5. Input Cost: List the material, energy source, stock number (if applicable), cost per unit
($/lb., $/kW, $/gal, etc.), and the annual cost for this activity.
6. Waste Disposal Cost: List the material or waste stream, waste stream category, (e.g.,
hazardous liquid), stock number if applicable, the cost per unit ($/lb., $/gal, etc.) ,
and annual cost.
7. Totals / Subtotals: Record the sum of the annual costs for the materials or waste
streams listed. There will be a total for both the input material cost and waste
disposal cost.
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Worksheet 6

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment

Level III

Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Option Generation
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):

Practices &
Procedures

Material
Substitution

New Product
&/or Activity

Pollution
Prevention
Options

Waste Segregation/
Hazard Reduction

Equipment
Modification

Recycling, Reuse, &
Reclamation
5/95

Worksheet 6
Worksheet 6 provides a tool for option generation.
The purpose of this diagram (sometimes referred to
as a Fishbone Diagram) is to help generate pollution
prevention ideas. It is especially useful in a
brainstorming session to group ideas under similar
pollution prevention categories. It also helps insure
that all of the pollution prevention categories are
considered.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this
worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date
for this worksheet.
o>

3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA title
or PPOA ID Code(s) given on Worksheet 1.
4. Brainstorming ideas: Using the Fishbone
Diagram, briefly document ideas for pollution
prevention.
The following definitions clarify each of the major
categories.
Practices & Procedures - Good operating
practices and procedures apply to the human
aspect of operations. They are largely
efficiency improvements. Examples are:
Pollution Prevention Programs, personnel
training, material handling & inventory
practices, material loss prevention, scrap

reduction, dost accounting, production
scheduling, etc.
Material Substitution - Changes to the input
materials of the activity. The result is a
reduction or elimination of a pollutant or hazard.
New Product &/or Activity — Product changes
which result in the reduction or elimination of
waste. In addition, a different activity can be
used to create the same product with the intent
of minimizing waste.
Waste Segregation/Hazard Reduction - Actions
taken to segregate waste streams to prevent
nonhazardous waste from being designated
and handled as hazardous. Hazard reduction
can result from changes to the physical,
chemical, or biological character or
composition of the waste. These include
neutralization, toxicity reduction, or volume
reduction.
•
Equipment Modification - Changes that occur to
the equipment used in a activity. These could
include minor adjustments, additions, or
complete replacements.
Recycling - A material is recycled if it is used,
reused, or reclaimed: (1) if it is used for
something other than its original purpose, (2) if
it goes back into the original activity, or (3) if it is
chemically or physically treated for use or
reuse.

Worksheet 6E
Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment

Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Energy Conservation Opportunities
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):

Boilers

Compressors,
Blowers

Insulation

HVAC, Local
Exhaust

O)

Energy
Conservation
Opportunities

Chillers,
Cooling Towers

Motors,
Drive Belts

Space
Heaters
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Worksheet 6E
Worksheet 6E provides a tool for option generation.
The purpose of this diagram (sometimes referred to
as a Fishbone Diagram) is to help generate energy
conservation opportunities (ECOs). It is especially
useful in a brainstorming session to group ideas
under similar categories. It also helps insure that ail
of the energy conservation categories are considered.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this
worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date
for this worksheet.
3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA title
or PPOA ID Code(s) given on Worksheet 1.
4. Brainstorming ideas: Using the Fishbone
Diagram, briefly document ideas for energy
conservation.
The following definitions clarify each of the major
categories.
Boilers -- An activity may require a boiler to heat
water or produce steam. An ECO example would
be to check the air/fuel mixture.
Compressors, Blowers - An activity may require a
compressor or blower to compress or blow
activity gases. Reducing the gas pressure and
eliminating leaks are some ECO examples.

Insulation - Insulation on pipes and reservoir
tanks. Initial insulation and re-insulation are
some ECO examples.
HVAC, Local Exhaust - A n activity may require the
use of HVAC (air conditioning), or local exhaust
(fume hood). An ECO example could be
reducing the thermostat setting or only using
the fume hood when necessary.
Lighting, Cooling Towers - Area or specialized
lighting used during an activity. Replacement
with high efficiency fluorescent and replacing
incandescent with fluorescent are some ECO
examples.
Chillers ~ An activity may require the use of chillers
or cooling towers to cool liquids. Using a liquid
already cooled by another activity is an ECO
example.
Motors, Drive Belts ~ Activity equipment that may
use electric motors and/or drive belts.
Replacement with high efficiency motors,
optimum motor sizing, and the use of high
efficiency drive baits are some ECO examples.
Space Heaters - An activity area may require
supplemental heating/cooling. Heating or
cooling the activity area with waste heat or
cooled materials and destratification are ECO
examples.

Worksheet 7
Level III

Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Page
of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Option Description
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Option Name and Description
( Include input materials, energy usage/savings, products affected, and anticipated reduction quantity.

Option No.

:

Practices & Procedures _
Material Substitution
New Product &/or Activity

^

Consider: Yes
Waste Segregation/Hazard Reduction
Equipment Modification
Recycling, Reuse, & Reclamation

No

Consider: Yes
Waste Segregation/Hazard Reduction
Equipment Modification
Recycling, Reuse, &• Reclamation

No

Consider: Yes
Waste Segregation/Hazard Reduction
Equipment Modification
Recycling, Reuse, & Reclamation

No

Consider: Yes
Waste Segregation/Hazard Reduction
Equipment Modification
Recycling, Reuse, & Reclamation

No

Option No.

Practices & Procedures _
Material Substitution
New Product &/or Activity

Option No.

:

Practices & Procedures _
Material Substitution
New Product &/or Activity

Option No.

:

Practices & Procedures _
Material Substitution
New Product &/or Activity

66
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Worksheet 7
The purpose of this worksheet is to further document the pollution prevention options
identified on Worksheet 6. The process by which options are identified should occur in an
environment that encourages creativity and independent thinking. Brainstorming sessions
are effective ways for individuals to generate options. Consideration of the options
generated in a brainstorming session can lead to questions. Answering these questions
may require additional research. Listed below are some of the sources that can help to
answer questions and/or generate additional options.
• Literature searches
• Technical conferences
• Equipment exhibitions
• Trips to other plants
• Vendor surveys
• Contact with design engineers
• Contact with personnel in other departments who have participated in similar
PPOAs
• Materials engineers
• Benchmarking
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code: List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code given on
Worksheet 1.
4. Page
of
: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages for this
worksheet.
5. Option: Options generated should be numbered consecutively and placed on this
worksheet (reference Worksheet 6). They may or may not be evaluated. Briefly
describe each option, affected materials and product, any roadblocks to
implementation, upstream and downstream impacts if implemented, and
anticipated reduction quantity.
6. Consider Yes/No: If the suggestion is worth further consideration, check
'Yes'. If the suggestion will not be pursued, check 'No' and indicate
briefly in the Option Description why not.
7. Practices & Procedures, Material Substitution, New Product &/or Activity, Waste
Segregation/ Hazard Reduction, Equipment Modification, and Recycling, Reuse, &
Reclamation: Check the appropriate descriptions. See Worksheet 6 for definitions.
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Worksheet 7E
Level III

Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Page
of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Option Description
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Option Name and Description
( Include equipment type, energy used, products affected, and anticipated reduction quantity.)

Option No.

:

Consider: Yes_ No
Lighting
Chillers, Cooling Towers
Motors, Drive Belts
Space Heaters

Boilers .
Compressors, Blowers
Insulation
HVAC, Local Exhaust ]
Option No.
:

Consider: Yes
Lighting.
Chillers, Cooling Towers
Motors, Drive Beits.
Space Heaters.

Boilers .
Compressors, Blowers
Insulation
HVAC, Local Exhaust "
Option No.
:

No

Consider: Yes_ No
Lighting
Chillers, Cooling Towers
Motors, Drive Belts.
Space Heaters.

Boilers .
Compressors, Blowers
Insulation
HVAC, Local Exhaust .
Option No.
:

Consider: Yes
Lighting.
Chillers, Cooling Towers.
Motors, Drive Belts,
Space Heaters.

Boilers .
Compressors, Blowers
Insulation
HVAC, Local Exhaust
68
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Worksheet 7E
The purpose of this worksheet is to further document the energy reduction options
identified on Worksheet 6E. The process by which options are identified should occur in an
environment that encourages creativity and independent thinking. Brainstorming sessions
are effective ways for individuals to generate options. Consideration of the options
generated in a brainstorming session can lead to questions. Answering these questions
may require additional research. Listed below are some of the sources that can help to
answer questions and/or generate additional options.
• Literature searches
• Technical conferences
• Equipment exhibitions
• Trips to other plants
• Vendor surveys
• Contact with design engineers
• Contact with personnel in other departments who have participated in similar
PPOAs
• Facilities engineering
• Benchmarking
1.Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code: List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code given on
Worksheet 1.
4. Page
of
: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages for this
worksheet.
5. Option: Options generated should be numbered consecutively and placed on this
worksheet (reference Worksheet 6E). They may or may not be evaluated. Briefly
describe each option; affected materials, operation, and/or product; any roadblocks
to implementation; upstream and downstream impacts if implemented; and
anticipated reduction in energy usage.
6. Consider Yes/No: If the suggestion is worth further consideration, check'Yes'. If the
suggestion will not be pursued, check 'No' and indicate briefly in the Option
Description why not.
7. Boilers, Compressors & Blowers, Insulation, HVAC & Local Exhaust, Lighting, Chillers
& Cooling Towers, Motors & Drive Belts, and Space Heaters: Check the
appropriate descriptions that apply to the energy reduction opportunity being
described. See Worksheet 6E for definitions.
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Worksheet 8
Level III

Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Page
of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Option Cost Evaluation
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Option No.:

Option No.:

Option No.:

Option No.:

Option No.:

Implementation Costs
Purchased Equipment
Installation
Materials
Utility Connections
Engineering
Development
Start up / Training
Administrative
Other
Total Implementation
Cost

Incremental Operating Costs
Change in Raw
Materials •
Change in
Maintenance
Change in Labor
Change in Disposal
Change in Utilities
Other
Annual Operating
Savings/(Cost]

Incremental Intangible Costs

Penalties and Fines
Future Liabilities
Other
Annual Intangible
Savings/(Cost)
Total Annual
Savings/(Cost)
Payback Period
. Useful Project Life

Return On
Investment (%)

-
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Worksheet 8
This worksheet provides a method to compare and contrast the pollution prevention options
generated on Worksheet 6 from a cost perspective. The three major cost categories for
weighing options are: Implementation Costs, Incremental Operating Costs, and Incremental
Intangible Costs.' These costs'are totaled for each option considered from Worksheet 7.
This worksheet will aid in completing the economic evaluation portion of Worksheet 9.
1. Revision No.: List the revision for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. Page
of
_: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages for
this worksheet.
4. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s) given on
Worksheet 1.
5. Implementation Cost: These are the one-time, first-year costs associated with the
implementation of each option. Installation costs should be reported as an estimate.
Implementation Cost may include materials, utility connections, site preparation,
installation, engineering, procurement, start-up, training, permitting, initial catalysts and
chemicals, and working capital; minus the salvage value of any existing equipment.
6. Annual Operating Savings/(Costs): These are the costs associated with day-to-day
operations. List the incremental costs compared to the current activity costs (positive for
savings or negative for increased costs) that would be incurred if this option is
implemented. Incremental operating costs could include waste disposal, raw material
consumption, ancillary catalysts and chemicals, utilities, labor, maintenance and
supplies, insurance, incremental revenues from increased / decreased production, and
incremental revenues from marketable by-products.
7. Annual Intangible Savings/(Cost): These include hidden, liability, and other costs not
• immediately obvious for each option. List the incremental costs compared to the current
activity costs (positive for savings or negative for increased costs) that would be incurred if
this option is implemented. These costs could include penalties and fines, future
liabilities (storage, transportation, and disposal of hazardous waste), reporting, consulting
fees, monitoring/testing, record keeping, preparedness and protective equipment,
medical surveillance, manifesting, inspections, and corporate/public image.
8. Total Annual Savings/(Cost): This is the sum of the Annual Operating Savings/(Cost)
and the Annual Intangible Savings/(Cost).
9. Payback Period: Divide the Total Implementation Cost by the Total Annual
Savings/(Cost).
10. Useful Project Life: Number of years that the option will be effective in minimizing waste
and/or energy.
11. Return on Investment: [{(Total Annual Savings/(Cost)) - (Total implementation Cost /
Useful Project Life)} / Total Implementation Cost] x (100%).
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Worksheet 9

Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Page
of

Level III

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Weighted Sums Option Evaluation
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Criteria
Public Health, Safety, &
Environment
Employee Health &
Safety

Weight

Option No.:
Scale
'S'
'WxS'

Option No.:
Scale
'S'
'WxS'

Option No.:
Scale
•S'
'WxS'

Option No.:
Scale
•S'
'WxS'

10
10

Regulatory Compliance

8

Energy Savings

6

Economic

6

Implementation Period
Improved Operation /

4

Subtotal
Likelihood of Technical
Success (Multiplier)
Likelihood of Useful
Results (Multiplier)

Option No.:
Scale
'S'
'WxS'

2

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

X
X

Total
Rank
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Many pollution prevention options will be identified in a successful assessment. At this point, it is necessary to identify those
options that offer real potential to minimize waste and reduce costs. Worksheet 9 serves as a screening tool to prioritize or
eliminate suggested options.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. Page

of

•

: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages for this worksheet.

4. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s) given on Worksheet 1.

Additional Instructions:
00

a. The values in the Weight column (designated by W )
represent the facility's priority for the criteria.
b. In the Scale column for each option (designated by 'S'), rate
each criteria by assigning a value from 0-10 (lowest to
highest). Use the definitions which follow to help
determine a value.
c. In the 'W x S' column for each option, enter the product of
the weight and scale.
d. Sum the 'W x S' column for each option to obtain a subtotal.

e. Multiply the subtotal for each option by the Likelihood of
Technical Success.
f. Multiply the value in step e. above for each option by the
Likelihood of Useful Results.
g. Enter the product found in step f. in the Total column for
each option.
h. Assign a priority rank for each option; #1 for the highest
score, #2 for the next highest, and so on.

Worksheet 9 - (Scale & Multiplier Definitions)
Scale Factor Definitions

10
8
6
4

8
6
4
0

(0-10)

Reduce the risk of loss of life or long-term
environmental damage and/or reduce high
concentrations of hazardous/radioactive materials.
Reduce the risk of long-term disability or moderate
environmental damage and/or reduce moderate
concentrations of hazardous/radioactive materials.
Reduce the risk of short-term disability or
unplanned releases to the environment and/or
reduce low concentrations of hazardous materials.
No effect.

8
6
4
0

8
6
4
0

Reduce the risk and avoid civil penalties.
Reduce the risk.
No effect.
| Negative impact.

Moderate energy usage reduction and/or savings.
Low energy usage reduction and/or savings.
No energy usage reduction and/or savings.
Increased energy usage and/or costs.

Reduce the risk of permanent or long-term
disability through an accident or long-term
exposure.
Reduce the risk of short-term disability or lost-time
through an accident or long-term exposure.
No effect.
Negative effect.
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Worksheet 9 - (Scale & Multiplier Definitions)
Scale Factor Definitions

(0-10)

**

'Implementation Period-Potential for rapid
implementation of pollution prevention options.
10 . Immediate (e.g., within 1 month).
8
Short-term (e.g., within 1 year).
6
Intermediate (e.g., within 2 years).
4
Long-term (e.g., within 3 years).
0
Greater than 3 years.

10
8
6
4
0

Improved Operation / Product - Quality
improvement to the activity or product.
Significant improvement.
Moderate improvement.
Positive improvement.
No improvement.
Negative effect.

Multiplier Definitions
1
0.5
0.1

1

0.5

0.1

(0-1)

Likelihood of Technical Success
High likelihood: No major technical breakthrough
required. Well-designed .plans to meet objectives
and successful track record exists.
Medium likelihood: Technical advancements may
be necessary. Key issues are identified but no
specific contingency plans have been made.
Low likelihood: Major technical breakthroughs are
required. Adequate plans for meeting objectives or
key problems have hot been identified.
Likelihood of Useful Results
High likelihood: Project has demonstrated that it
can meet the requirements. There is a high
confidence that implementation will not create
unacceptable risks. Benefits outweigh the costs.
Medium likelihood: Project has not yet
demonstrated that it can meet the requirements.
There are reservations that implementation can be
achieved without creating unacceptable risks.
Benefits do not clearly outweigh the costs.
Low likelihood: The option is not capable of
demonstrating that it canjneet the requirements.
Serious reservations are present that
implementation can be achieved without creating
unacceptable risks. Costs significantly outweigh
the benefits.

Worksheet 10
Level III

Revision No.:
Revision Date:

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Final Report Check Sheet
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):
Requirement

Completed

Title Page
PPOA Title
PPOA ID Code(s)
Team Members
Issue Date/Revision Date/Revision No.
Executive Summary
Activity Description
Activity Assessment
Option Summary and Analysis
Conclusions

Recommendations
Introduction

Background of Evaluation
Activity Description
Associated Equipment
Activity Flow Diagram
Activity Assessment
Methodology
Material Balance
Unusual Occurrences
Option Summary and Analysis
Option Description and Rank
Upstream/Downstream Impacts
Material and Energy Usage
Anticipated Reduction
Estimated Costs
Estimated Benefits
Feasibility
Waste Streams Affected
Conclusion
Concluding Evaluation
Option Analysis Decisions
Concerns
Options Already Implemented
Lessons Learned
Recommendations
Future Work
New Equipment
Implementation Strategies
Worksheets
1-10
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Worksheet 10
A final report is required for each PPOA. The final report is a compilation of essential facts
about the activity, pollution prevention options, feasibility and impact of those options, and
future implementation costs. The report documents the work performed and identifies
funding requirements necessary to implement pollution prevention options. The length of
the final report will depend on the complexity of the PPOA.
1. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet.
2. Revision Date: List the most recent revision date for this worksheet.
3. Page
of
: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages for
this worksheet.
4. PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s) given on
Worksheet 1.
5. While writing the final report, check the blank next to each major requirement as all
elements of that task are completed.
Title Page

Uniquely identify the PPOA, including team members and
issue/revision date.

Executive Summary

This should be an overview of all of the elements of the final
PPOA report. It should relate to the reader any information that
is critical about this PPOA.

Introduction

Present background information and efforts taken to initiate the
PPOA.

Activity Description

Detail activity flow and associated equipment. Include activity
flow diagram, if desired.

Activity Assessment

Describe the approach used to complete the PPOA. Document
any assumptions made. Include information on the material
balance.

Option Summary
& Analysis

Present the options generated, impacts if implemented, and
their respective pollution prevention possibilities.

Conclusion

Provide closure to the report. The team's consensus on the
benefits achieved from this PPOA or any concerns respective to
the activity should be included.

Recommendations

Describe any actions that will be taken to further advance the
results of this PPOA.
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Worksheet 1S
Level I

issue Date:
Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Page
of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Title:

Team, Location & Activity Description

PPOA ID Code:
Name

Activity Location:

Job
Classification

Site:
Floor:

Phone
Number

Area:
Dept:

Fax
Number

E-Mail
Address

*Team Leader

Building:
Room:

Activity Description:

Potential for Pollution Prevention or Recommendations:

Major Activity:
Specific Activity:
Major Waste Stream:
Specific Waste Stream:
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Worksheet 1S
This worksheet provides the scope and identification of the pollution prevention
opportunity assessment (PPOA) team. For the PPOA to be successful; employees
involved with the activity being assessed should be members of the team. The
assessment team needs a leader, members, and additional resources, as required.
The team leader should have technical knowledge of the area's operations and the
personnel involved. The leader shall assemble the team to perform the assessment.
Team members may include engineers, waste generators, waste management
specialists, scientists, laboratory technicians, and other line personnel. Additional
resources may be utilized to provide information not available within the team. The size
of the team may be large for complicated operations, but should be kept to a minimum to
maintain focus.
1. Original Issue Date: List the initiation date for this PPOA.
2. Revision No.: List the revision number for this worksheet. {Original issue=0.}
3. Revision Date: List the revision date for this worksheet.
4. Page

of

: Indicate the number of this page and the total number of pages

for this worksheet.
5. PPOA Title: List the PPOA title selected by the team.
6. PPOA ID Code: List the PPOA ID Code selected by the team. This should be a unique
identifier.
7. Activity Location: List the best descriptor of the activity location. It may be a
department, building, room, site, etc..
8. Name, Job Classification, Phone Number, Fax Number, and E-Mail Address:
To facilitate team meetings and for future reference, this information should be
completed when the PPOA team is formed.
9. Activity Description: This should detail important attributes of the operation.
Equipment, summary of operations performed, energy usage, controls, input
materials, and operator training (qualification or certification) may be included.
10. Potential for Pollution Prevention or Recommendations: For this activity,
describe the potential for pollution prevention, source reduction, and/or waste
minimization. (Is there any pollution prevention potential for the following changes:
material substitution, procedures, activity parameters, equipment, general
practices, recycling, reuse, reclamation, etc.?) Are there any recommendations
for this activity?
11. Major Activity, Specific Activity, Major Waste Stream, and Specific Waste
Stream: These fields will provide useful searching capability in the DOE-wide
PPOA database. Choose the best descriptor for these fields. A list of the
available activity and waste stream lists are shown in the worksheet appendix.
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Revision No.:
Revision Date:
Level i

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Activity Flow Diagram
PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code(s):

Inputs:

® Solid
® Liquid
<S) Air

©
©
@

Solid
Uquid
Air

C ^ T ) Solid

(S) Liquid
<2D Air

<SE> Solid
<S> Liquid
CED Air

<5D Solid

© Solid
<s> Liquid

(°rc*) Liquid

(&£) Air

<©

Air
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Worksheet 2S

This worksheet provides a method to document the activity flow diagram for the
assessment. The flow diagram should identify all Assessment Code(s)
associated with the activity, all input materials, and outputs (products/wastes).
The flow diagram should track materials from the time they enter the activity
boundary until they leave. This diagram represents a very simplistic flow
model; a more detailed diagram may be required to identify all waste streams,
especially for complex, multi-step activities.
1. Title or Assessment ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code given
on Worksheet 1S.
2. Page
of
: Indicate the page number for this worksheet and the
number of pages for this worksheet.
3. Inputs: List the input materials on the lines provided. Fill in the Activity
Name box. Then highlight those outputs that are applicable to the activity
(e.g. Product, Hazardous, etc.). Then sub-categorize those outputs into
solid, liquid, or air emission streams by highlighting the corresponding
output stream. A Stream ID Code is provided for each sub-category of
waste.
4. Outputs: The Stream ID Code provides a uniform coding scheme for the
release information. A brief waste description may be recorded in the box
to the right of the Stream ID Code. The code information is summarized in
the table below:
Stream ID Codes
Designator
Code
Product
PR
Hazardous
HZ
NH
Non-Hazardous
Radioactive
RD
MX
Mixed
Other
OT
Solid Stream = 1, Liquid Stream = 2, Air Stream = 3
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Worksheet 3S

j

Level!

Page

of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Material and Waste Stream Summary
Title:
PPOA ID Code:

Total Releases
Input
Material/ Energy
Source

Annual
Quantity
Used

%

%

Product Recycled

%

%

%

%

Air

Liquid

Solid

Energy
Efficiency

Does the activity require further analysis based on the site's Priority
Material/Waste Stream List?
Yes
No
Level II
Level III
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Worksheet 3S

This worksheet provides a brief summary of the input materials and output
streams from the operation or activity being assessed. Its purpose is to
provide the pollution prevention team an overview of the waste streams and
energy efficiency resulting from the PPOA.
I
r

1. Title: List the PPOA title given on Worksheet 1S.
2. Assessment ID Code: List the PPOA ID Code given on Worksheet 1S.
3. Input Material/Energy Source: List the material names and energy sources
that are used in the operation.
4.. Annual Quantity Used: Enter the annual quantity used for each material
listed - include the unit of measure, e.g., lbs, cubic meters, metric tons,
etc. For input material from another activity, it may be helpful to also
identify the release components of those materials.
5. % Product: For each input material, estimate the percent of the annual
quantity used which goes to product.
6. % Recycled: For each input material, estimate the percent of the annual
quantity used which is recycled.
7. % Air: For each input material, estimate the percent of the annual quantity
used which is an air waste stream.
8. % Liquid: For each input material, estimate the percent of the annual
quantity used which is a liquid waste stream.
9. % Solid: For each input material, estimate the percent of the annual quantity
used which is a solid waste stream.
10. % Energy Efficiency: For each energy source, estimate the percent
efficiency based on the annual usage.
11. Does the activity require further analysis based on the site's Priority
Material/Waste Stream List? Using your site's Priority Material/Waste
Stream List and the DOE Graded Approach Logic Diagram, determine if
further assessment is necessary. If yes, indicate the level of
assessment required.
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Worksheet 4S

1

Level II

Page

of_

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Option Summary
Title or PPOA ID Code(s)

Option No.

Type

:

Consider?

Feasibility

n

Estimated

Estimated

Anticipated

Cost

Savings

Reduction Qty

Option No.

Type

Consider?

Feasibility

n

Estimated

Estimated

Anticipated

Cost

Savings

Reduction Qty

Option No.

Type
(*)

Consider?

Feasibility

Estimated

Estimated

Anticipated

Cost

Savings

Reduction Qty

(*) Type = Source Reduction, Recycling, Treatment, Disposal, or Energy Conservation

Worksheet 4S
This summary sheet serves as a method to record and evaluate the options that have been
identified during brainstorming sessions or other option generating techniques. The
process by which options are identified should occur in an environment that encourages
creativity and independent thinking. Brainstorming sessions are effective ways for
individuals to generate options. To make these sessions beneficial, research may be
necessary.
1. Title or PPOA ID Code(s): List the PPOA Title or PPOA ID Code given on Worksheet 1S.
2. Option : Options generated should be numbered consecutively. Briefly describe each
option, affected materials, waste streams, energy usage/savings,
upstream/downstream impacts if implemented, and anticipated reduction quantity if
implemented.
3. Type: Indicate whether the option is source reduction, recycling, treatment, disposal, or
energy conservation.
4. Consider?: If the option is worth further consideration, enter YES. If not, enter NO and
briefly indicate in the Option Description why not.
5. Feasibility: Provide a brief description. (Excellent, good, fair, poor)
6. Estimated Cost: Estimate an implementation cost.
7. Estimated Cost Savings: Estimate the cost savings.
8. Anticipated Reduction Qty.: Estimate the weight or volume of waste that will be reduced
and/or the energy usage that will be reduced.
Note: Typically, it is difficult to estimate the anticipated waste reduction or cost avoidance in
the initial phases of implementation because of many factors. However, for some options,
especially in cases where the option provides complete elimination of a
hazardous/radioactive material or waste stream, these estimates can be accurately
completed.
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Worksheet 5S
Level II

g
Date:
Page

of

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Final Summary
Title:
PPOA ID Code(s):

Assessment:

Conclusions:

Recommendations:
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Worksheet 5S

This sheet provides a brief summary of other pertinent information about the activity
being assessed. Its purpose is to document how this assessment was performed,
the conclusions reached by the team, and the recommendations for further actions.
1. Date: List the date this worksheet was completed.
2. Title: List the title given on Worksheet 1S.
3. PPOA ID Code(s): List the ID Code(s) given on Worksheet 1S.
4. Assessment: Briefly describe the approach (methodology) used to complete this
assessment and any assumptions made.
5. Conclusions: Briefly describe the waste streams or input material to be
minimized, energy to be saved, benefits achieved from this assessment, and any
concerns (environmental or health risks) associated with the material or operation.
6. Recommendations: Briefly describe any actions that should or will be taken in
respect to this assessment.
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WORKSHEET APPENDIX
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Activity Lists
MAJOR ACTIVITY TYPE
Environmental Restoration
Laboratory
Maintenance
Manufacturing
Nuclear Facility Operations
Service
Waste Management

10

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY TYPE
Abatement
Activation
Baking
Burn-In
Cafeteria
Calibration
Caulking
Cleaning
Coating
Concrete Scabbling
Construction
Curing
Cushioning
Deactivation
Decontamination & Decommissioning
Demineralization
Demolition
Depotting
Dismantlement
Disposal
Drilling
Encapsulation

SPECIHC ACTIVITY TYPE (con't)
Excavations
Field Analysis
Fire Protection
Heat Treating
Inspection
Joining
Labeling
Laboratory, Biological
Laboratory, Chemical
Laboratory, Electronics
Laboratory, Environmental
Laboratory, Mechanics
Laboratory, Medical
Laboratory, Metallurgy
Laboratory, Organic
Laboratory, Physics
Laboratory, Radiological
Laundry Operations
Machining
Maintenance, Building
Maintenance, Equipment
Maintenance, Grounds
Maintenance, Utilities
Maintenance, Vehicle
Medical
Metrology
Molding
Nuclear, Accelerator
Nuclear, Beam Alignment
Nuclear, Critical Experiments
Nuclear, Hot Cell Operations
Nuclear, Material Processing

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY TYPE (con't)
Nuclear, Neutron Diffraction
Nuclear, Neutron Scattering
Nuclear, Reactor Operations
Nuclear, Shielding Operations
Nuclear, Target Production/Maintenance
Packaging
Painting
Photographic Services
Plating & Surface Finishing
Printing
Radiological Surveys
Relamping
Remediation
Robotics
Salvage
Sampling & Characterization
Security
Segmenting
Shipping
Shut Down
Soil Washing
Soldering
Staking
Surveillance & Maintenance
Transportation
Treating Leather
Waste Management, Disposal
Waste Management, Handling
Waste Management, Storage
Waste Management, Treatment
Welding

Waste Stream Lists
MAJOR WASTE STREAM
Hazardous Waste
High Level Waste
Low Level Mixed Waste
Low Level Waste
Sanitary Waste
Transuranic Mixed Waste
Transuranic Waste

(O

o

SPEaFIC WASTE STREAM
Acid
Aerosol Cans
Antifreeze
Asbestos
Asphalt
Batteries
Cafeteria Refuse
Cardboard
Caustic
Compressed Gas Cylinders
Concrete
Containers
Core Samples
Cyanide
Drilling Fluids & Muds
Explosives
Fertilizer
Filters
Fluorescent Lamps
Glass
Grease
Inorganic Solid
Lab Packs
Lead
Leather
Medical, Infectious
Mercury
Metal Debris
Metal, Precious
Office Trash
Oil
Oxidizers

SPECIFIC WASTE STREAM (con't)
Paint
Paper
Personal Protective Equipment
Plastic
Plutonium
Polychlorinated Biphenyls, PCBs
Polymers
Printed Circuit Boards
Rubber
Sludge
Soil
Solvents
Textiles
Toner Cartridges
Trees, Limbs & Brush
Uranium
Wood

Appendix D
Decommissioning and Remediation Steps

DECOMMISSIONING STEPS
TRANSITION / PRELIMINARY PLANNING
SHUTDOWN PLAN
DEACTIVATION
SHUTDOWN MODE
MONITORING, SURVEILLANCE &
MAINTENANCE
SAMPLING & CHARACTERIZATION
FORMAL D&D PLANNING & SCHEDULING
READINESS REVIEW & FORMAL D&D
PROJECT CLOSE-OUT
ER-10

^IliedSignal

REMEDIATION STEPS
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT AND SCOPING
CHARACTERIZATION
DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES
SCREENING OF ALTERNATIVES
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
REMEDY SELECTION
RECORD OF DECISION
REMEDIAL DESIGN
REMEDIAL ACTION
ER-9

^liiedSignal
A E R O S P A C E

Appendix E
PPOA Computer Training Room Layout

PPOA C o m p u t e r Training
Room Layo-ut
A p p r o x i m a t e Room Size: 2 5 ' x 27'

Instructor's
Chair

Overhead Projector Screen
(12) Each Student
Computers and Tables
(Tables Approximately
2.5" x 3')

Chairs
(15 each)

EJ

Facilitator
Chairs
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Instructor's Computer,
/ O v e r h e a d Projector,
Computer Overhead
Projection System

